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Traceable, Faster and More Accurate Measurement Software for Vector
Network Analysers
Overview
This project will use outputs from the recently completed EMRP project (SIB62 HFCircuits), which focused on
improving the capability and functionality of test instrumentation such as Vector Network Analysers, enabling
state-of-the-art high-frequency electrical circuit analysis which has advanced dramatically during the past 5 to
10 years. However, the traceability to the SI standards was inadequate and the project’s primary supporter,
DARE!!, has recognised this. Measurement software is key to support product development and Research &
Development, to improve overall calibration efficiency and to reduce uncertainty. Knowledge gained during
this EMRP project will be used as input for the development of traceable, faster and more accurate
measurement software for Vector Network Analysers (VNAs).
Need
The calibration industry faces the challenge to improve their quality and accuracy while reducing costs. For
DARE!!, being able to provide high precision measurement services for VNA calibrations to customers is of
great importance. At the same time, competitive price, due to for example (international) competition, imposes
a clear need to reduce calibration costs in order to become and/or remain competitive. Continuous innovation
and smarter working are key elements in taking on this challenge.
It is currently common practice for the calibration of VNA to be manual work. In particular processing
measurement data and making the complex calculation that lead to uncertainty values is done using excel
sheets. However, this approach has several disadvantages:
• With VNA's continuously extending their measurement capability (e.g. due to an increasing number of
ports and measurement frequency), the generated measurement data grows exponentially, making
processing the data a much more complex and time-consuming task.
• Manual data processing is more prone to errors. In particular this is the case when working with large
data sets (this includes copying and pasting data), as common-sense error correction becomes more
difficult. While it is extremely difficult to really back-track these errors, the ultimate risk is that in some
cases calibration data and corresponding uncertainties presented to customers are not correct.
For proper evaluation of the large amount of measurement data and the correct application of the error
correction techniques the use of automated measurement software tools is inevitable. Several software
packages are currently available at VSL that target specific VNA applications, but none of these are as broad,
reliable or include uncertainty evaluation techniques as proposed by EURAMET's guideline on the evaluation
of VNAs, which uses input from previous EMRP project SIB62 HFCircuits.
Objectives
This project aims to provide calibration software and a training package that can be used for VNA
calibrations.
The objectives of the project are to:
1. Integrate the JRP SIB62 HFCircuits outputs into a software program in order to improve the
calibration process of the relevant industries by increasing reliability, improving uncertainty and
reducing overall calibration time.
2. Test and validate this software in a commercial environment and transfer the required knowledge (in
particular related to the new calculation and data processing techniques) as necessary for using the
software in a commercial environment
3. Disseminate knowledge of this software to other calibration laboratories in Europe, with the aim to
ensure further market uptake.
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Results
The result of this project will be:
• Support for product development and R&D by better calibrated VNA-instruments.
• Improved efficiency: the overall measurement time can be reduced significantly reducing costs for
calibrations and increases calibration capacity. Cost-drivers are important drivers in any industry. With
the software, the costs for calibrating a VNA will be reduced by 50%, which is achieved mainly by
faster measurements, automated data processing and due to the fact that extensive manual control
for errors will become obsolete. But once the users are better trained and more experienced, a
reduction of up to 75% could be possible.
• Increased certainty for calibration laboratories using the EURAMET Guide
• Replication potential to other companies and other sectors
Impact
This project aims to provide calibration software and a training package that can be used for VNA calibrations.
To date, the project has achieved the following results:
•

Based on the input provided by the primary supporter, VSL has drafted a detailed software design to
improve the VNA calibration process of relevant industries by increasing reliability, improving
uncertainty and reducing overall calibration time

•

This software design has resulted in a beta version for the VNA software, which has been tested at
the premises of the primary supporter. This is required in order to be able to finally implement the
software, which is the primary objective for the second half of this SIP project.

1) Support for product development and R&D by more accurate calibrated VNA-instruments
Product design and specifications can be significantly improved when measurement accuracy is enhanced.
The trade between customers and suppliers of products used in the high-frequency electronics communities
will be advanced on a technical and financial level. The technical improvements will come about due to
improved measurement traceability processes being made available that will in turn enable manufacturers to
specify products more precisely. More accurate product specifications will impact areas such as systems’
design and tests that will provide financial benefits for the supplier and the customer (by reduced product
prices). Examples include products used in consumer electronics (such as computers and mobile telephones),
breast cancer detection (using radio frequency (RF) and microwaves) and security systems (using passive
millimetre- and submillimetre-wave imaging). VNA instruments with multiple ports will enable calibration using
the same software, which can to facilitate more accurate and precise measurements to the industry, whilst
reducing measurement time.
2) Improved efficiency
The overall measurement time can be significantly reduced, leading to cost reduction for calibrations and
increasing calibration capacity. Cost-drivers are important in any industry and with the software, the costs for
calibrating a VNA will be reduced by 50%, which is achieved mainly by faster measurements, automated data
processing and due to the fact that extensive manual computations for error-correction and uncertainty
estimation will become obsolete. But once the users are trained and more experienced reduction of up to 75%
should be possible. For the laboratories using the VNA software, these reductions translate to a reduction in
personnel costs, increased production capacity and a reduction in equipment depreciation and maintenance
costs. This project therefore, contributes to an increased competitiveness of European industry.
3) Increased certainty and/or for calibration labs using the EURAMET Guide
For organisations that want to be able to perform calibration services under ISO17025 accreditation, having
operational software that operates according the requirements of this accreditation can have significantly
advantages. It can reduce the risk of non-compliance during the accreditation procedure. In addition, it can
reduce the time that personnel need to work on the accreditation procedures, leading to further cost reductions.
For laboratories that are not accredited, this software can be used to substantiate claims regarding the quality
of the calibration services.
4) Replication potential
The VNA measurement software will be compatible with most high-end VNAs as sold by leading VNA
manufacturers. Furthermore, usage of existing calibration kits is supported by including manufacturers’
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calibration kit reference database in VNA software. Users will also able to add dedicated calibration kit
reference files for their calibration kits. This function is especially useful for end-users requiring high calibration
accuracy and use data-based reference files. These reference files can come from NMI calibrations and are
traceable to SI units, hence provide a direct route to traceability. Care will be taken to ensure compatibility of
VNA software with existing VNAs, calibration kits and equipment in order to facilitate up-take from a wide group
of stakeholders and end-users
The primary supporter, DARE!!, will be the first laboratory implementing this software and serves as ideal
candidate to test the VNA software in actual calibration environment. However, the finalised version of the
VNA software will be targeted at all accredited laboratories in using this software. VSL will actively approach
calibration laboratories in Europe and to utilise the replication potential of the software. It aims to use the
lessons learned (improve weaker points and take advantage of the proven strong points) to approach
additional stakeholders and promote the software.
In addition, the concept of integrating measurement procedures or guidelines in standardised software will be
further investigated and studied for use in other sectors such as low-frequency metrology (power quality) or
Time and Frequency metrology (i.e. two-way time and frequency transfer (TWTFT) time comparison).
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